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With the forward push of tax information construction, tax collection mode 
completely transformed from manual process to electronically process, the basic tax 
collection affair has been relied on information systems to carry out situation, the data 
of basic tax collection centralized roundly, the quality and efficiency of collection 
increased obviously. But in recent years, with the continuous economic and social 
development, the number of tax collection household increased the time, the 
production and operation mode appear with diversified trend to follow the 
development of e-commerce, the complexity of collection and management increased. 
While the tax sources and tax base further broaden, the tax management office get 
pressure if tax management office stay for the same staffing﹑the same collection and 
management mode. Defined in the objective of accordance and tax collection 
constitution reform by the State Administration of Taxation, sources of revenue、the 
collection and management of health monitoring analysis in integrated work system, 
we will build a risk management oriented to specialized management, as the focal 
point of the key,  sources of revenue management information into supporting the 
modernization of the tax collection system. One of the main tasks for the 
implementation of the tax administration reform is a good analysis to monitoring 
work, focus on the data collecting and using, improving tax risk analysis and 
monitoring; improving the risk analysis way, strengthening the application of risk 
analysis; developing the tax revenue analysis and forecast、tax policy effect、
tax-economy analysis deeply. 
First, this paper use the object-oriented methods of UML case diagram, then 
using the Golden Tax Ⅲ  J2EE framework systems development of the State 
Administration of Taxation, and starting from the angle of running speed、extension 















was used JSP report controls, the application layer get through stored procedures to 
CTAIS production machine data from the comprehensive collection and software 
background mentioned in the local database, secondary processing for the data, this 
system designs and implements a data analysis set platform of queries, monitoring, 
analysis and forecasting, in one whole thing.  
Tax data monitoring and analysis system provides a convenient channel for 
departments at all levels, alleviate the burden on the grassroots level, improve the 
quality and efficiency of reported statistics; oriented risk tax collection work, the 
administrator can be freed from the tedious everyday things, they can focus on 
centralized processing tax non-compliance issues, optimize tax levied for the 
relationship to improve the efficiency of tax collection and management quality; 
revenue forecasts for the deep-seated, tax analysis to provide a platform to establish 
uniform standards for curing the analysis results improving the quality and efficiency 
of data analysis .  
Keywords: data monitoring and analysis system; risk management; quality and 
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1.2.1 国外研究情况  
1969 年，美国国内收入局引入了“判别清单函数系统”（Discriminate 




















Compliance Measurement Program, TCMP）和“国家调研方案”（National Research  
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